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Balancing the risks of recurrent venous thromboembolism and

bleeding with extended anticoagulation: oh, for a crystal ball!
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Deciding the duration of anticoagulation after a first venous throm-

boembolism (VTE) event is an everyday scenario in the clinic but one

that is fraught with uncertainties (Figure). After the initial period of

anticoagulation, the decision to continue anticoagulation indefinitely

involves weighing risk of VTE recurrence (if anticoagulation stops)

with risk of bleeding (if anticoagulation continues). In Baglin et al.’s [1]

landmark study, the presence or absence of provoking factors at

presentation was a major determinant of risk of recurrence, with a 2-

year incidence being higher after an unprovoked event (19.4%) than

after surgery-related VTE (0%). Many current guidelines suggest

extended anticoagulation after a first unprovoked event in patients at

low risk of bleeding [2–5].

Contemporary systematic reviews and meta-analyses have helped

shed further light on risk of recurrent VTE and bleeding after

unprovoked VTE in those stopping and continuing anticoagulation.

Risk of recurrent VTE after stopping anticoagulation after unprovoked

VTE has been reported as 25% (95% CI, 21%-29%) at 5 years and 36%

(95% CI, 28%-45%) at 10 years, with 4% (95% CI, 2%-6%) of events

being fatal [6]. In another systematic review examining long-term

bleeding risk in patients receiving extended anticoagulation, the inci-

dence of major bleeding per 100 person-years was 1.74 (95% CI, 1.34-

2.20) and 1.12 (95% CI, 0.72-1.62) events with vitamin K antagonists

(VKAs) and direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs), respectively [7]. The

5-year cumulative incidence of major bleeding was 6.3% (95% CI,

3.6%-10%) with VKAs (not reported after the first year with DOACs).

The case-fatality rate was 8.3% (95% CI, 5.1%-12.2%) and 9.7% (95%

CI, 3.2%-19.2%) in those receiving VKAs and DOACs, respectively.

A dichotomous approach pivoting on the absence/presence of a

provoking factor still dominates clinical decision-making; there is

also increasing awareness on the contribution of additional variables
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to the recurrence risk, such as sex, site of the VTE, and D-dimer [8].

Various prediction models have been devised, with 17 models to

predict recurrence and 15 to predict bleeding [9]. A latest such

model, the VTE-PREDICT score, estimates absolute risk of recurrent

VTE and clinically relevant bleeding for patients with VTE without

active cancer after the initial period of anticoagulation [10]. No

distinction between provoked and unprovoked VTE is made at the

outset. Like other models, there remain issues around predictive

ability, validation, and generalizability. Due to these limitations,

there remains a hesitancy among clinicians to use such models in

routine care pathways.

The concept of shared decision-making has increasingly taken

hold, and perhaps, it is in this setting that such predictive models

might come into their own. Modeling outcomes might also help in

decision-making, whether for an individual patient or to inform

guideline development or health policy. A recent study featured in this

journal sought to determine the optimal ratio of VTE recurrence risk

reduction to increase risk of clinically relevant bleeding with extended

anticoagulation in terms of impact on quality-adjusted life years

(QALYs) [11]. The VTE-PREDICT score was used as the prediction tool

to determine absolute risk reduction and increase in risk of clinically

relevant bleeding with extended anticoagulation within 5 years. Data

were simulated using the patient cohort from the Bleeding Risk Study

[12]. They modeled the outcomes for 10,000 individuals, and while

comparing the severity of bleeding and recurrent VTE, they found a

ratio of 0.90 (95% CI, 0.51-3.40) to be optimal, with 99% of patients

assigned extended anticoagulation, resulting in 93 (95% CI, −23 to

203) additional QALYs compared with the least favorable ratio (5.10,

0% extended anticoagulation). However, the difference in the optimal

and least optimal ratios resulted in minimal health gains. They
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F I GUR E Deciding about the duration of anticoagulation after

venous thromboembolism might be difficult. Shared decision-

making considers the patient’s perspective, predicted outcomes,

and treatment burden.
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conclude that the optimal ratio between reducing recurrence and

bleeding remains uncertain.

The authors of the current study [11] are to be congratulated for

their efforts in trying to establish the optimal ratio of recurrence to

bleeding and the impact on quality of life. However, there was a wide

CI around the point estimate for the optimal ratio, making it difficult

to draw a meaningful conclusion. Providing 99% of all patients

extended anticoagulation seems to deliver a gain of less than 1 day in

perfect health. Could this departure from the perceived benefits of

extended anticoagulation be attributed to the limitations of the

modeling approach, including the population under study? The simu-

lated population did not include risk factors for bleeding (patients with

cancer, liver disease, or alcohol use), which may have led to a greater

proportion of patients being assigned to receive anticoagulation.

Eighty-nine percent cases of VTE were unprovoked, and only 36% of

patients were women. As highlighted by the authors, the limitations of

the VTE-PREDICT score are also inherited by the present study, with

the exclusion of potentially relevant outcome predictors leading to a

reduction in the heterogeneity of the predicted risks. Interestingly, the

median untreated 5-year risk of recurrent VTE was 8.9% (IQR, 7.8%-

9.6%), substantially lower than the widely quoted 25% 5-year risk of

recurrence. The impact of the treatment effect might also be a factor.

Their analysis is primarily based on a pooled estimate for the effect of

extended anticoagulation using full-dose DOACs, and treatment effect

estimates do not reflect the widespread use of reduced-dose DOACs

in real-world practice.

Of note, another recent decision-analytical modeling study exam-

ined the cost-effectiveness of continuing vs stopping anticoagulation
after the first unprovoked VTE and reported no increase in QALYs with

indefinite anticoagulation at an increased financial cost [13]. This study

found that for the average patient, extended anticoagulation was un-

likely to result in a mortality benefit. This might be driven by the 2- to 3-

fold higher case-fatality rate of major bleeding compared with recurrent

VTE. Taken together, these modeling studies bring into sharp focus the

need for accurate identification of patients for whom extended anti-

coagulation can be confidently recommended.

Where does this leave us when faced with a patient attending for a

“duration review” or “shared decision-making” exercise? The data and

how they are presented in the clinic are only half of the story. For the

patient, the decision-making process involves much more than the

statistics. Their perception of bleeding and thrombosis risk, their lived

experience, and the lived experience of the people around them will

shape how they approach the decision. Their beliefs, values, and con-

cerns about effects on quality of life will be just as heterogeneous and

“individualized” as the treatment decisions that are jointly agreed on

[14,15]. The physical, psychological, and economic burdens of lifelong

medication use should also not be forgotten. We agree with the authors

that their study highlights how important shared decision-making is

when considering whether to continue anticoagulation after initial VTE

treatment. Modeling studies might help inform health policy and

guidelines, but further implementation studies are necessary to reliably

inform the patients regarding their risks. Studies centered on long-term

use of reduced-dose DOACs are necessary, and the development of

newer, safer anticoagulants might also hold an answer.
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